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ABSTRACT  
Time series analysis is a useful tool for many practical water resource management 

applications, such as planning and anticipating conflict around water use. These analyses are 

also necessary for the use, design and operation of hydrotechnical works and for the protection 

of aquatic ecosystems. Basically, his review focuses on classic models such as Box and Jenkins. 

However, restrictive assumptions about data and residuals make its use difficult. As an 

alternative, non-parametric approaches are interesting due to their application versatility. One 

of the techniques that has been widely used in the analysis of flow time series is Singular 

Spectral Analysis (SSA). However, its application is concentrated as a pre-processor or in 

hybrid approaches and, because of this, many studies focus only on the model to be improved, 

leaving gaps in the process understanding that underlie the SSA. Within this context, and 

because of this, the objective of this study is to present the SSA technique in detail, through an 

application to a time series of monthly average flows with complex behavior (Jucu River, 

located in Southeast Brazil), in order to overcome gaps associated to a rigorous understanding 

of the procedures that make up the SSA. The Sequential SSA technique was used to decompose 

signal and noise components. The reconstructed series preserved the dynamics of the observed 

series, suggesting a strong influence of the signal component (trend and seasonality) on its 

behavior. It’s expected that the technique can be used with greater fluidity by specialists and 

contribute to the management of water resources. 

Keywords: decomposition, reconstruction, singular spectrum analysis. 

Emprego da análise espectral singular para a reconstrução de séries 

temporais de vazões médias mensais com comportamento complexo 

RESUMO 
A análise de séries temporais é uma ferramenta útil para muitas aplicações práticas de 

gestão de recursos hídricos, como no planejamento e antecipação de conflitos em torno do uso 
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d'água. Estas análises são também necessárias para a concepção e operação de obras 

hidrotécnicas e para a proteção de ecossistemas aquáticos. Basicamente, sua análise se 

concentra em modelos clássicos, como Box e Jenkins. No entanto, suposições restritivas sobre 

dados e resíduos dificultam seu uso. Como alternativa, abordagens não paramétricas são 

interessantes devido a sua versatilidade de aplicação. Uma das técnicas que têm sido 

amplamente utilizada na análise de séries temporais de vazão é a Análise Espectral Singular 

(SSA). No entanto, sua aplicação é concentrada como pré-processador ou em abordagens 

híbridas e por conta disso, muitos estudos se concentram apenas no modelo a ser aprimorado, 

deixando lacunas de entendimento dos processos que fundamentam a SSA. Dentro desse 

contexto, e por conta disso, o objetivo deste estudo é apresentar detalhadamente a técnica SSA, 

através de uma aplicação à uma série temporal de vazões médias mensais com comportamento 

complexo (rio Jucu, localizado no Sudeste do Brasil), a fim de superar lacunas associadas ao 

entendimento rigoroso dos procedimentos que compõem a SSA. A SSA Sequencial foi utilizada 

para decompor os componentes sinal e ruído. A série reconstruída preservou a dinâmica da série 

observada, sugerindo forte influência do sinal (tendência e sazonalidade) em seu 

comportamento. Espera-se que a técnica possa ser usada com maior fluidez pelos especialistas 

e contribuir na gestão dos recursos hídricos. 

Palavras-chave: análise espectral singular, decomposição, reconstrução. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge of river-flow behavior is fundamental to the understanding of the hydrological 

regime that a watershed presents as a result of changes in land use and occupation and climatic 

conditions. This information is important for water resource planning. In this context, flow time 

series analysis tools are used to produce information that can assist in the elaboration of water 

resource plans, a relevant instrument established by the Brazilian National Water Resources 

Policy, instituted by Law No. 9,433 (Brasil, 1997). 

A time series is defined as a sequence of observations of any random phenomenon ordered 

in time (Reisen et al., 2008; Pinto et al., 2018). In river flows, it is composed of stochastic and 

deterministic (or harmonic) components (Salas et al., 1980; Apaydin et al., 2021). The 

stochastic component represents a sequence of observations and random relationships defined 

by probability functions that change with time. The deterministic component, on the other hand, 

is composed of trend and seasonality components (Meng et al., 2019), and can be reproduced 

by mathematical functions that are based on past behavior, presenting a known pattern. 

Basically, a time series can be analyzed by two approaches:  parametric and non-parametric.  

In the first approach, called “classical analysis”, the time series is analyzed in terms of its 

trend, seasonality and noise components, in order to understand the series-generating 

mechanism, extract relevant periodicity in the observations, describe its behavior and make 

predictions (Bayer and Souza, 2010). Its application was widespread after statisticians Box and 

Jenkins developed the methodology that became known as “ARMA” (Autoregressive and 

Moving Averages) class time series modeling in the 1970s. Since then, it has become a tool 

widely used for forecasting river flow (Abudu et al., 2010). Some examples in Brazil include 

the studies by Bayer et al. (2012) who fitted the SARIMA (3,0,0)(2,1,2)12 model to data on 

average monthly flows from the Potiribu River, a tributary of the Ijuí River, in Rio Grande do 

Sul, Brazil; Pinto et al. (2015) who, through a comparative perspective, adjusted the SARIMA 

(1,1,1)(1,1,2)12 model, which proved to be the most appropriate for forecasts of average 

monthly flows of the Doce River in Colatina, Espírito Santo, Brazil ; and Bleidorn et al. (2019) 

who verified the best fit of the SARIMA model (1,0,0)(5,1,0)12 for forecasts of average monthly 

flows of the Jucu River in Domingos Martins, Espírito Santo, Brazil. 
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One of the biggest difficulties of time-series analysis in the time domain focuses on how 

noise is interpreted, since it is considered an important component in the analysis. In addition, 

the approach makes some distributive assumptions of the data, such as normality, also with 

respect to residuals, in addition to no autocorrelation. However, these assumptions are difficult 

to achieve due to the non-linear river’s complexity, consequence of the biotic and abiotic 

interrelationships of watersheds (Xie et al., 2016; Du et al., 2017; Unnikrishnan and 

Jothiprakash, 2018; Meng et al., 2019; Apaydin et al., 2021). 

The second approach presents interesting requirements in that it doesn't impose 

distributional restrictions on the data and its analysis isn't based on construction of a priori 

model. Among the available methodologies the Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) is 

considered a powerful tool for time series analysis because it incorporates elements of 

multivariate statistics, classical time series analysis, multivariate geometry, dynamical systems 

and signal processing (Golyandina and Zhigljavsky, 2013). The main objective of the SSA 

technique is to decompose any original series with an apparently complex pattern into a sum of 

signals (trend and harmonics) and noise (Hassani, 2007; Hassani and Zhigljavsky, 2009, 

Hassani et al., 2013). Unlike classical analysis, in SSA, noise is removed for analysis and, due 

to this procedure, it has been used as a tool for pre-processing hydrological data, with the main 

objective, which was very successful, of improving the performance of different models for 

predictions (Unnikrishnan and Jothiprakash, 2018). 

As an example, Wu et al. (2010) verified that the application of the modular Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN) has its accuracy increased after the application of SSA in precipitation 

series from watersheds located in China and India. Unnikrishnan and Jothiprakash (2018) found 

that SSA improved the performance of ANN models both in predicting single and multiple time 

steps ahead of daily rainfall time series for Koyna watershed, in India. (Wang et al., 2019a) 

observed that dual processing, through SSA and Adaptive Noise Enhanced Full Set Empirical 

Mode Decomposition (ICEEMDAN), allowed an even more significant improvement in the 

performance of the extreme learning machine model, in an application to the monthly flow data 

from Gulang River basin, China. Apaydin et al. (2021) observed that the SSA decomposition 

increased the monthly accuracy of flow forecast by ANN, Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN) and Long-Short Term Memory networks (LSTM), considering data from the Sakarya 

basin, Turkey, by 24.11%, 18.40% and 5.11%, respectively. 

An alternative that has also been showing good performance is hybrid modeling. 

Unnikrishnan and Jothiprakash (2020) combined SSA, ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated 

Moving Averages) and ANN in a case study that considered daily rainfall data from the Koyna 

watershed, India. Zubaidi et al. (2018) coupled SSA with machine learning (LS-SVR) and 

random forest (RF) for monthly rainfall forecast in two watershed reservoirs (Deji and 

Shihmen) located in Taiwan. Pham et al. (2021) found that coupling SSA with a single least 

square support vector machine (LS-SVM) significantly increased the accuracy of drought 

forecasts for the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI), considering data obtained in Taiwan. 

Apaydin et al. (2021) found that the coupling of SSA and ANN increased prediction accuracy 

efficiency for a river located in Taiwan by 24.11%. 

As observed, current literature has focused efforts on applying the SSA technique through 

hybrid modeling or as a preprocessor. In both cases, its application has been useful to overcome 

difficulties associated with the noise component and increasing efficiency gains of forecasts. 

Because of this, many studies focus only on the model to be improved, leaving gaps in 

understanding the processes that underlie SSA. Furthermore, the definition of only two 

attributes (window length and separability), the ability to decompose series into interest 

components, the noise removal and the non-establishment of restrictive assumptions on the 

data, give potential to the aforementioned technique. In this context, this study presents the SSA 

technique in detail, through an application to a monthly average flow time series with complex 
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behavior (Jucu River, located in Southeastern Brazil), in order to overcome gaps associated 

with rigorous understanding of the procedures that make up SSA. It is expected that the results 

presented in this research can encourage the use of SSA in flow time series, helping specialists 

and managers to understand water body regimes, offering additional support to water-resource 

management. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Study Area 

The Jucu River Watershed (Figure 1) is located in the Center-South region of Espírito 

Santo state, Brazil. The Jucu River is 166 km long and has a drainage area of 2.032 km² (Reisen 

et al., 2008). The Jucu River begins at the junction of the Jucu Braço Sul and Jucu Braço Norte 

Rivers and flows into Barra do Jucu Beach, in the municipality of Vila Velha. 

 
Figure 1. Jucu River Watershed. 

2.2. Data 

The average monthly flow time series was obtained from the Hydrological Information 

System (HIDROWEB) maintained by the National Water Agency (ANA, 2022). The Jucu 

River monitoring station whose data was considered is called “Córrego do Galo” (Braço Norte), 

is located in the municipality of Domingos Martins, Espírito Santo, Brazil and is shown in 

Figure 1. This station drainage area corresponds to 980 km² and has been in operation since 

1969. In this study, consistent data up to the year 2014 were considered, resulting in a 46-year-

long historical series. 

2.3. Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) 

SSA is a powerful non-parametric method for time series analysis that can efficiently 

identify and extract trends, seasonal behavior and noise (Zhang et al., 2017). The standard SSA 

consists of two main steps: (1) decomposition and (2) reconstruction. Each step in turn presents 

two phases: (1.1) embedding and (1.2) singular value decomposition (SVD); and (2.1) grouping 

and (2.2) diagonal averaging.  

𝑌𝑁 = (𝑦1, 𝑦2… , 𝑦𝑁) be a one-dimensional series. The mathematical theory of the SSA 

technique can be described as presented below, based on Golyandina et al. (2001) and Hassani 

(2007). 
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Embedding: Transfers the one-dimensional series 𝕐N into a multidimensional series 

𝑋1, … , 𝑋𝐾, with vectors XI  =  (yI , … ,  yi+L−1)
T ∊  ℝL, where 𝐾 = 𝑁–𝐿 + 1. Vectors XI are 

called lagged vectors. The single parameter of the embedding step is the window length 𝐿, an 

integer such that 2 ≤ L ≤ N. The result of this step is the trajectory matrix 𝑋 shown in Equation 

1 below. The trajectory matrix has the property of a Hankel matrix, since the (𝑖, 𝑗)𝑡ℎ element of 

the matrix X is 𝑥𝑖𝑗 = 𝑦𝑖+𝑗−1, resulting in equal elements in the antidiagonals 𝑖 + 𝑗 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. 

𝐗 = [X1, … , XK] = (xij)I,j=1
L,K

= [

y1 y2 y3
y2 y3 y4

⋯
⋯

yK
yK+1

⋮        ⋮         ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
yL  yL+1  yL+2 ⋯ yN

]           (1) 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD): after embedding, SVD is applied to matrix X and 

as a result the matrix is converted into several small matrices called Eigentriples which contain 

a certain energy of the series (signal). The matrix S is the result of multiplying the trajectory 

matrix X by its transpose, XT, that is, S =  XXT. Applying SVD to S is obtain the eigenvalues 

𝜆1, … , 𝜆𝐿 arranged in decreasing order according to their magnitudes (𝜆1 ≥ ⋯𝜆𝐿 ≥ 0) and the 

corresponding eigenvectors 𝑈1, … , 𝑈𝐿. The result of the singular value decomposition of the 

trajectory matrix X can be written as Equation 2: 

𝐗 = 𝐗𝟏 + … + 𝐗𝐝              (2) 

Where, 𝑑 is the number of non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix S, 𝐗I = √iUiVi
T 

(i = 1,… , d) and V1, . . . , Vd are principal components defined as Vi =
𝐗TUi

√i
. The 𝐗I matrix is of 

unitary rank (rank-one), often referred to as elementary matrix. The collection √iUiVI is called 

the 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ eigentriple of the trajectory matrix 𝐗 and 𝜆𝑖 is its singular value, or spectrum. 

Grouping: the objective of this step is to select significant Eigentriples. In this step, the 

elementary matrix XI (i = 1,… , d), are grouped into 𝑚 subsets of 𝐼1, … , 𝐼𝑚. Setting 𝐼 =

{𝑖1, … , 𝑖𝑝}, then the resulting matrix XI corresponding to group 𝐼 is defined as XI = Xi1  + … +

 Xip. These matrices are calculated for 𝐼 = 𝐼1 +⋯+ 𝐼𝑚 and the expansion shown in Equation 

2 leads to the decomposition shown in Equation 3: 

𝐗 = 𝐗I1 +…+ 𝐗Im = ∑ 𝐗ii∈I + ε            (3) 

The procedure for choosing the set of 𝐼 = 𝐼1, … , 𝐼𝑚 is called grouping the Eigentriples. The 

choice of sets 𝐼1, … , 𝐼𝑚is the second and last decision necessary for the application of the SSA 

method, which is based on the property called separability, using some method, such as 

principal components analysis, single vector graphics or hierarchical grouping. In this work, 

the weighted correlation was considered, calculated as follows: the weighted correlation (or 

commonly called w-correlation) measures the dependence between two subseries 𝕐N
(i)

 and 𝕐N
(j)

 

and can be expressed by Equation 4. 

ρ(w) (𝕐N
(i), 𝕐N

(j)
) =  

(𝕐N
(i)
,𝕐N
(j)
)
w

(√(𝕐N
(i)
,𝕐N
(i)
)
w
√(𝕐N

(j)
,𝕐N
(j)
)
w
)
           (4) 

Where, (𝕐N
(i), 𝕐N

(j)
)
w
= ∑ wp𝑦𝑝

(𝑖)
𝑦𝑝
(𝑗)

N

p=1
, (I, j = 1,2). Hassani and Mahmoudvand 
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(2018) indicate that if the absolute value of the weighted correlation (𝑤) is small, the 

corresponding series are almost orthogonal; however, if it is large, the two series are far from 

orthogonal and are called weakly separable. It is important to remember that the grouping of 𝐗𝐼 
is related to the signal of the series, which contains relevant information such as trends and 

oscillations, and 𝜀 indicates the error term of the Eigentriples. 

Diagonal averaging: after grouping, the grouped matrices (Eigentriples) are transformed 

into a time series using diagonal averaging. In this procedure, the matrix elements are calculated 

over the antidiagonals to obtain the time series. Thus, at the end of the diagonal averaging, a 

new time series is generated. Let Y be a matrix 𝐿 × 𝐾 with elements 𝑦𝑖𝑗, 1 ≤  𝑖 ≤  𝐿 , 1 ≤

 𝑗 ≤  𝐾. Defining 𝐿∗ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐿, 𝐾), 𝐾∗ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐿, 𝐾) and 𝑁 = 𝐿 + 𝐾–1. Let 𝑦𝑖𝑗
∗  =  𝑦𝑖𝑗 if 𝐿 <

𝐾, yij
∗  =  yji if 𝐿 > 𝐾 and, taking the diagonal average, the matrix Y is transferred into the series 

(�̃�1, �̃�2… , �̃�𝑁), using Equation (5): 

𝑦𝑘 =

{
 
 

 
 

1

k
∑ ym,k−m+1

∗k
m=1 para 1 ≤ k < L∗,

1

L∗
∑ ym,k−m+1

∗L∗
m=1 para L∗ ≤ k ≤ K∗,

1

N−k+1
∑ ym,k−m+1

∗N−K∗+1
m=k−K∗+1 para K∗ < k ≤ N.

         (5) 

This corresponds to averaging the matrix elements over the “antidiagonals”. Diagonal 

averaging (5) applied to a resultant matrix 𝐗Ik produces a reconstructed series like as �̃�(𝑘) =

(�̃�1
(𝑘)
, … , �̃�𝑁

(𝑘)
). Therefore, the initial series 𝕐N = (y1 , y2… , yN) is decomposed into a sum of 

𝑚 reconstructed series (Golyandina and Korobeynikov 2014), using Equation 6: 

𝑦𝑛 = ∑ �̃�𝑛
(𝑘)𝑚

𝑘=1 , (𝑛 = 1, 2, … ,𝑁)            (6) 

2.4. Performance Indexes 

To evaluate the performance of the reconstruction of the series, the performance indicators 

BIAS, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), agreement index (𝑑2) 

and Pearson's correlation coefficient (ρ), represented by Equations 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, 

respectively, were used. 

BIAS: Quantifies under and overestimation in relation to average observations. 

𝐵𝐼𝐴𝑆 =
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑥𝑖 – �̃�𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖=1              (7) 

RMSE: Root Mean Square Error is defined as the mean square difference between 

predicted or adjusted values and the respective true values. In general, lower values indicate 

good performance. 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 
1

𝑛
 √∑ (𝑥𝑖 − �̃�𝑖)2

𝑁
𝑖=1                        (8) 

MAE: The Mean Absolute Error is a measure of the accuracy of the fit or prediction of a 

model. Smaller values indicate good performance. 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 
1

𝑛
∑ |

𝑥𝑖− �̃�𝑖

𝑥𝑖
|

𝑛

𝑖=1
             (9) 
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d2: The index of agreement reflects the agreement between the fit of the model and the 

observed data, with a desirable value of 1, which indicates perfect agreement. 

𝑑2 = 1 − [
∑ (𝑥𝑖− �̃�𝑖)

2𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ (|𝑥𝑖−�̅̃�|+ |�̃�𝑖− �̅̃�|)
𝑛

𝑖=1

]          (10) 

ρ: The Pearson correlation coefficient describes the relationship between the variables and 

those closest to the extremes (-1 or 1) represent strong correlations. 

𝜌 =
∑ [(𝑥𝑖− �̅�)(�̃�𝑖− �̅̃�)]

𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ �̂�(𝑥𝑖) �̂�(�̃�)
𝑛

𝑖=1

           (11) 

2.5. Computational resources 

Electronic spreadsheets were used to organize the data and the R software (R Development 

Core Team, 2018) to carry out the analysis of the SSA implemented in the RSSA package. The 

RSSA package presents an efficient implementation of the main SSA algorithms, containing 

many visual tools that are useful to make the proper choice of SSA parameters and examine the 

results (Golyandina and Korobeynikov, 2014). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Descriptive statistics 

For an initial understanding, Table 1 presents some descriptive measures of the average 

monthly flow variable. The mean of the variable corresponds to 13.86 m3.s-1 with standard 

deviation 7.47 m3.s-1 and coefficient of variation 53.89%. The high values of the standard 

deviation and coefficient of variation indicate that the average has little representation, a 

characteristic that can be associated with the presence of seasonality in the series. Values of 

1.89 for skewness and 4.90 for kurtosis indicate that the distribution does not follow a Normal 

Distribution and has heavier tails than this one.  

Table 1. Descriptive measures of Jucu 

River average monthly flow variable. 

Descriptive measures E1 

Average (m3.s-1) 13.86 

Median (m3.s-1) 11.62 

Coefficient of Variance (%) 53.89 

Minimum Value (m3.s-1) 5.13 

Maximum Value (m3.s-1) 56.50 

Kurtosis 4.90 

Asymmetry 1.89 

Figure 2 indicates the temporal evolution of the series. As indicated by the descriptive 

statistics, the seasonal characteristic is noticeable due to the well-defined intra-annual 

variability, with periods of flood and drought. 
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Figure 2. Jucu River time series average monthly flows. 

3.2. Decomposition of the original series 

Ballot (1847) made the first attempt to decompose time series into trend and seasonality 

back in 1847, modelling the trend by a polynomial and the seasonality by dummy variables. 

Macaulay (1931) was concerned with extracting seasonality through the smoothing of time 

series. Petropoulos and Apiletti (2022) reports that the main idea of this method comes from 

the observation that averaging a time series with a window size equal to the seasonal period 

leaves the trend almost intact, while effectively removing seasonal and noisy components. 

The main purpose of SSA is to decompose the observed time series into a sum of time 

series so that each can be identified as a trend, periodicity, quasi-periodicity or noise component 

(Abdollahzade et al., 2015). Equation 12 presents the components of a time series (𝑆𝑡). 

𝑆𝑡 = 𝑆𝑇 + 𝑆𝑆 + 𝑆𝐶+𝜀𝑡           (12) 

Where, 𝑆𝑡 represents the trend, 𝑆𝑆 represents the seasonality, 𝑆𝐶 represents the cycle and 

𝜀𝑡 the noise (stochastic component).  

Based on Morettin and Toloi (2006) and Komorník et al. (2006) the descriptions of the 

components are presented below: 

● Trend: long-term component that represents growth, decline or stability in a time series 

by which the speed with which these changes occur is identified. 

● Seasonal component: a cyclical pattern of change in data that repeats from year to year 

(intra-annual). Seasonal phenomena are associated, for example, with the seasons. 

● Cyclical component: wave fluctuation around the trend (inter-annual). El Niño and La 

Niña phenomena typically have higher occurrences. 

● Noise component: the residual of the values after the removal of the other components, 

characterized by ascending or descending movements, of great instability and randomness. 

The series decomposition step is defined using the window length (L) and, consequently, 

the lag operator (K). According to the authors Golyandina et al. (2001), Hassani (2007) and 

Golyandina and Korobeynikov (2014), 𝐿 must be a number divisible by the period and close to 

half the size of the series (𝐿 ≅
𝑁

2
).  Based on descriptive statistics and in the study by Bleidorn 

et al. (2019), Jucu River has a 12-month seasonality. Because of this, the window size was 

initially fixed at L=276, resulting in a lag operator K=277. 
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3.3. Separation of signal and noise 

As demonstrated, the SSA technique allows decomposing a time series into signal and 

noise. The term commonly called “signal” represents the deterministic components of interest, 

such as trend and sine wave (Hassani, 2007). The grouping of the series components is done 

with the aid of the graphs of the singular values of the eigenvectors (scatter plot) and weighted 

correlation (w-correlation), presented in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.  

 
Figure 3. Singular values resulting from the decomposition of the Jucu 

River original series (L=276). 

 
Figure 4. Weighted correlation matrix of the 

first 52 autovectors. 

Golyandina and Korobeynikov (2014) indicate how the scatterplot can be useful in 

extracting the signal and noise components: 

● Isolated vectors: presents only one point (1D) isolated from eigenvectors 𝑈𝑖 that indicate 

trend; 

● Paired: also called “plateau”, is represented by 2D graphics, comprising eigenvectors 
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𝑈𝑖+1 that signal sine waves (period); and, 

● Smooth: vectors with smooth decay, indicating the noisy part of the series. 

According to Golyandina et al. (2018), w-correlation contains very useful information that 

can be used for separability detection and group identification. Well separated components have 

weak (or zero) correlation, while poorly separated components usually have high correlation 

with other eigenvectors. 

As shown in Figures 3 and 4, eigenvectors 1, 4, 5 and 6 represent the trend component. 

The sine wave component can be formed by components 2-3, 7-8, 11-12 and 13-14, for forming 

plateaus in the scatter plot and by the strong correlation between them in the w-correlation plot. 

Clearly can be observed the noise presence from eigenvector 15, associated mainly with its 

smooth decay observed in Figure 4 and the presence of eigenvectors correlations with other 

eigenvectors, depicted in Figure 5. However, it is also possible to observe that the signal 

components also correlate with other signal and noise components in the series, giving rise to 

the problem of “weak separability”. 

According to Salas et al. (1980), this is due to the fact that time series, including 

hydrological ones, are considered to be composed of stochastic and periodic terms 

superimposed on general trends. In a complementary way, as the seasonal components are 

approximately orthogonal to the slowly varying components, one can consider the existence of 

a mixing problem due to the lack of strong separability (Golyandina and Korobeynikov, 2014). 

This consideration is pertinent when the series studied presents a complex behavior, as can be 

observed in the trend line (Figure 5). This condition is due to the existence of accentuated non-

linear trends and distinct change points in the direction of the trend throughout the recording 

period (Aswathaiah e Nandagiri, 2020).  

 
Figure 5. Jucu River observed series and trend lines. 

The complexity of the series studied makes it difficult to fully decompose it. As an 

alternative, Golyandina and Korobeynikov (2014) recommend the technique called Sequential 

SSA, which differs from the basic SSA in the decomposition step, by conforming two stages 

(sequential): (i) the trend is extracted with the smallest possible window length divisible by the 

period. In this study, 𝐿 = 12 was adopted because it was the smallest window length value that 

met the aforementioned criterion, a choice also made by Du et al. (2017); and, (ii) later, the 

periodic components are detected and extracted from the residue with (𝐿 ≅
𝑁

2
= 276). Applying 

this new approach, a new scatter plot is formed (Figure 6).  Based on the presentation and 

discussion in Figure 4, the isolated eigenvector extracted by the first stage of Sequential SSA 

represents the trend component. The second stage of Sequential SSA allows the extraction of 

sinusoidal components, formed by the plateaus depicted in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Singular values resulting from the decomposition of the Jucu 

River series (L= 276) without trend – harmonic components. 

Applying Sequential SSA, a new conformation is also observed in the w-correlation graph 

(Figure 7). The first components represent sine waves, as they form pairs of eigenvectors that 

correlate with each other. Furthermore, Figure 7 also demonstrates that sine wave components 

are not correlated with other eigenvectors.  Therefore, it is inferred that the application of 

Sequential SSA is an appropriate decomposition alternative when dealing with the complex 

behavior observed in the studied series. As discussed, the first extracted component comprises 

the trend component. Based on the analyses of the scatterplots and w-correlation (see Figures 

6 and 7), the eigenvector pairs 1-2 (F1-F2), 2-3 (F3-F4) and 5-6 (F5-F6) represent sine wave 

components. Due to the relatively smooth decay of singular values after eigenvector 7 (Figure 

6) and the presence of correlations between them (Figure 7), the eigenvectors from 7 to 276 

represent the series noise.  

 

 
Figure 7. First 52 autovectors weighted 

correlation matrix after trend extraction. 

Figure 8 presents the eigenvector pairs. These graphs are important for illustrating 
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harmonic components (seasonality) through the identification of geometric shapes. In the 

eigenvector pairs 1-2, there is a well-defined dodecagon. The seasonal period is determined by 

the number of edges that make up the geometric shape. Therefore, this eigenvector pair presents 

a seasonality with a 12-month period. The eigenvector pair 3-4 presents a seasonal period equal 

to 6 months. Further, the 5-6 eigenvector pair represents another 4-month seasonal component.  

These conformations reproduce a characteristic of strong intra-annual variability. The first (12 

months) may involve repeating monthly behavior, year after year; the second (6 months) can 

represent the variability of drought and flood; and the last (4 months), are possibly influenced 

by the seasons. 

 
Figure 8. Jucu River monthly flows series eigenvectors 

pairs. 

3.4. Series reconstruction 

In this step, the series is reconstructed considering the components extracted in the 

decomposition step. Eigenvectors 1 for trend and 1 to 6 for seasonality were considered. Figures 

9 and 10 demonstrate the reconstructed series considering the trend and seasonality 

components, respectively. It is possible to notice that the residues extracted by Step 1 (trend 

decomposition) present seasonal components. In Figure 10, it is observed that after trend and 

seasonality decomposition, the residues present random distribution, representing the series 

noisy part.  In watersheds, the noise present in a flow series can be associated with land use and 

occupation conditions and local climate changes (Ren et al., 2018; Malekian et al., 2019). 

The extreme values are largely observed in the trend component decomposition, which is 

consistent with the result obtained by Apaydin et al. (2021). Aswathaiah and Nandagiri (2020) 

also verified good performance of the SSA technique in extracting the trend component in 

precipitation data from a watershed in India. The seasonality component was not affected by 

extreme events, which shows that the decomposition technique adequately portrayed 

seasonality within the series. This characteristic indicates that the technique may contribute 

with risk-management plan definitions, environmental preservation of rivers and extreme event 

mitigation.  

In addition, flow fluctuations influence the temporal distribution of runoff and sediment 

transport throughout the year which, in turn, plays a significant role in the social economy and 

ecology (Ran et al., 2020). Ren et al. (2018) also point out that knowing the variability of the 

river, richer hydrological information can be obtained for ecological conservation and conflicts 

between the water demand of ecosystems and humans can be mitigated, especially in dry years. 
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Pruski et al. (2014), Silva et al. (2015) and Bleidorn et al. (2023) portray how seasonality is an 

important factor in environmental and economic management in the concession of water grants 

in a sub-basin of the Paracatu River and in the watersheds of the Paraobepa and Doce Rivers, 

respectively. 

 
Figure 9. Jucu River series trend reconstruction. 

 

Figure 10. Reconstruction of the seasonality of the Jucu River series. 

Figure 11 shows the reconstruction of the original series after grouping the trend 

component and the seasonal components. The reconstructed flow series variations (in red) 

follow those of the original flow series (in black), as the maximum/minimum values and the 

rise/fall rates show. Therefore, the extracted components can better describe the hidden pattern 

and properties of the original time series (Pham et al., 2021). 
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Figure 11. Visual analysis of the original (black) and reconstructed (red) series. 

Table 2 presents the performance measures that quantify the quality of the reconstruction. 

The low values of BIAS, RMSE and MAE and the high values of 𝑑2 and ρ indicate that the 

reconstruction of the series using the SSA Sequential technique presented good performance 

and consequently preserved the characteristics of the observed series. Destro et al. (2012) and 

Wang et al. (2019b) also verified the good performance of the SSA technique in the 

reconstruction of a series of the Cuiabá River, Brazil, and of the Gulang River, China, series, 

respectively. In addition, the high values of BIAS, RMSE and MAE and low values of 𝑑2 and 

ρ for the noise, indicate the series random characteristic. 

Although the use of performance indicators is commonly useful in time series analysis, 

and can allow understanding the relationship between reconstructed series, noise and observed 

series, it is important to highlight that limitations can be observed when applying indicators to 

SSA. As it is a technique that removes noise from the series that invariably presents this 

component, the possible application of indicators to analyze results coming out from SSA 

application may not be appropriate. In this context, it is necessary to evaluate how much noise 

influences the performance of the technique in hybrid or direct modeling applications, 

comparing SSA with other methodologies, such as SARIMA. 

Table 2. Performance measures of series reconstruction. 

Subseries BIAS RMSE MAE d2 ρ 

Reconstruct -0.0473 0.2206 3.5541 0.8017 0.7855 

Noise 13.8940 0.6349 13.894 0.4469 0.3857 

Flow is influenced by many factors such as precipitation, temperature, weather conditions 

and is characterized by non-linear, non-stationary and uncertain conditions (Liu et al., 2019). 

Due to this, it is common for river flow series to present non-stationary components (Xie et al., 

2016), such as seasonality. Analyzing the performance of the series reconstruction, through 

visual analysis (Figure 11) and quality indicators (Table 2), the reconstruction procedure has an 

acceptable performance in processing the data homogeneity, allowing to eliminate the 

inconsistencies of flow series. It is even a viable alternative in the treatment of outliers because, 

according to Reisen et al. (2008), its effects can significantly influence inferences made and, 

for example, generate errors in forecast analysis and decision-making in production processes, 

planning and management of water resources. 

For example, Pham et al. (2021) highlights that the main reason for data pre-processing is 

to eliminate possible noise in the time series data and, thus, avoid unwanted model training. 

Chen et al. (2021) highlights that useful information hidden in the flow series can be extracted 
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effectively through data pre-processing, thus improving prediction accuracy.  Baydaroğlu et al. 

(2018) found, that hybrid modeling of SSA with support vector regression (SVR), on monthly 

flow data from the Kızılırmak River in Turkey proved successful, yielding values of coefficient 

of determination (0. 77) and appreciable mean absolute error (0.01). Other authors have 

identified the good performance of the hybrid SSA to other models in performing flow 

forecasts, as in Zhang et al. (2011), Zubaidi et al. (2018) and Apaydin et al. (2021). 

The identification of periodicities in hydrological data is important for the management of 

water resources in hydrographic basins and for the establishment of flood forecasting systems. 

However, the complexity and randomness of hydrological systems make it difficult to detect 

hidden oscillatory features (Chen et al., 2021; Pham et al., 2021). Therefore, decomposition 

techniques, such as SSA, are important tools for helping watercourse hydrological behavior 

understanding. Other studies also verified the good performance of the SSA technique as a time 

series analysis tool. For example, Marques et al. (2006) used SSA to extract components of 

interest in three variables, among them, flow data, making it possible to verify the ability of 

SSA to extract a slowly varying component (i.e, the trend) and the oscillatory components of 

the time series. SSA was also able to accurately predict the components extracted from these 

time series. 

Destro et al. (2012) applied the SSA to analyze the behavior of the average monthly flow 

values recorded at the Acorizal and the Cuiabá fluviometric stations, located on the Cuiabá 

River, Brazil. The results show that the method is able to extract the trend, harmonics and noise 

components from the time series. Zubaidi et al. (2018) verified the technique’s good 

performance in extracting components of the variable municipal water consumption and six 

other sets of meteorological data, in a city located in Australia. The results revealed that SSA 

is a robust technique, capable of decomposing the original time series into many independent 

components. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This study aimed to apply the SSA technique to average monthly flow data, considering a 

case study related to the Jucu River Basin, located in Southeastern Brazil. It was possible to 

observe that the referred series presents a complex behavior and that, as a result, the basic SSA 

technique would not be adequate to decompose the series. Therefore, the Sequential SSA was 

applied, which proved to be a successful alternative in terms of series signal and noise 

components separation quality. 

Additionally, it was observed that the technique is a powerful tool for extraction of noise, 

which is an undesirable component in numerous practical water resources engineering 

applications, such as forecasting. The tool is powerful for understanding the components of 

time series and the study addresses important new insights in the time series approach, being a 

useful tool to help the management and control of water resources. 
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APPENDIX A – R CODES USED 

The code fragment generally used to extract descriptive statistics is shown below. Initially, 

the time series is arranged in a spreadsheet in “Oldest to Newest” order. The command 

data=read.table("clipboard",h=T) is responsible for loading data from the worksheet into the 

programming environment. The basicStats code is responsible for calculating descriptive 

statistics at a 95% significance level. 

#-------Code to data input and basic stats calculation----- 

data=0 

data=read.table("clipboard",h=F)#data input 

data 

basicStats(data, ci=0.95)#Basic series stats 

The code fragment generally used to extract the time series graph is shown below. First, 

the vector (variable that contains the data) is transformed into a time series attributing time 

characteristics (beginning and end of the series) and the sampling frequency that coincides with 

the characteristic period of the series (12). 
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#----Code to transform the vector data into a time series-- 

jucu=ts(data,frequency=12,start=c(1969,1),end=c(2014,12)) 

plot.ts(jucu,xlab="Time (years)",ylab="Flows (m³/s)") 

Below is presented a fragment of the programming code for extracting the trend 

eigenvector, graph of the time series with trend fluctuation, extraction of harmonious 

eigenvectors, graph of extraction of harmonious components and generation of the graph of 

weighted correlation. 

#---------------------SEQUENTIAL SSA CODE------------------ 

###-----Code for viewing the trend eigenvector----- 

s1<-ssa(jucu, L=12) 

summary(s1)# Look inside 's1' object to see, what is available 

plot(s1, main=" ",xlab="Eigenvectors",ylab="Singular Values")# Plot of eigenvalues 

###-----Code for trend extraction----- 

res1<-reconstruct(s1, groups = list(1)) 

trend<-res1$F1 

plot(res1, add.residuals = FALSE, plot.type = "single", main=" ", xlab="Time 

(years)",ylab="Flows (m³/s)", 

col = c("black", "red"), lwd = c(1, 2)) 

res.trend <- residuals(res1) 

###----- Code for viewing harmonious eigenvectors— 

s2<-ssa(res.trend,L=276) 

plot(s2, main=" ", xlab="Eigenvectors", ylab="Singular Values") 

plot(s2, main=" ", type = "paired", idx = 1:12, 

plot.contrib = FALSE) 

###----- Code to generate the w-correlation graph---- 

plot(wcor(s2, groups = 1:54), grid = c(7),lwd=4, lty=1, 

scales=list(at=c(4,8,12,16,20,24,28,32,36,40,44,48,52))) 

The code fragment generally used to rebuild the time series without the noise component 

is shown below. First, the trend component of the time series is reconstructed, and next, the 

seasonal component. In the last step, the two rebuilt components are joined, resulting in the 
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time series reconstructed without noise. 

#------Code for rebuilding the series without noise------- 

ai<-reconstruct(s1,groups = list(Trend=c(1))) 

plot(ai, main=" ",xlab="Time (years)") 

aii<-reconstruct(s2,groups = list(Seasonality=c(1,2), Seasonality=c(3,4), Seasonality=c(5,6))) 

plot(aii, main=" ", xlab="Time (years)") 

aiii=ai$Trend+aii$Seasonality 

plot(jucu, ylab= "Flows (m³/s)", xlab="Time (years)") 

lines(aiii,col="red") 

 

 


